FESTIVITY PROTOCOL
RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
YOUNG FORUM OF THE EUROPEAN
TRANSPORT SCIENCES
Date:
Venue:
Participants:
Minutes:

July 4th, 2003, 19 – 22 hrs
Boat of the Transport Museum on the Danube River, Budapest
42 conference participants from 9 European countries (see Appendix 1)
Mr. SCHLAG

1. Welcome speech
For the organisational committee of the German Scientific Association of Transport (DVWG) Mr. BELZ
welcomes all participants. He conveys the greetings of MEP Mr. STOCKMANN who cannot attend this
event in person as well as those of Mr. HUDERITZ, DVWG Board Member and Chairman of the DVWG
Young Forum.
Mr. Belz extends many thanks and distinct appreciations to the Hungarian Scientific Association of Transport (Közlekedéstudományi Egyesület – KTE) represented by Dr. KATONA, general secretary of KTE and
Dr. TOTH, spokesman of the KTE’s Young Committee. He furthermore thanks to the main organisers in
Germany, Dr. EBERHARD and Mr. WESTERHOLT.
Mr. BELZ presents the event’s agenda and subsequently opens the buffet.

2. European Award of Young Transport Researchers
Mr. BELZ refers to the dialogue with MEP Mr. STOCKMANN, according to which the existing draft will be
supplemented by means of the resulting participation in the Budapest Meeting. At the next step, this draft
will be made available to MEP Mr. STOCKMANN in order to allow for the establishment of sponsorship
consultations for the Award.
Due to a restrictive time schedule the following procedure is suggested: After the closing of the Conference
Mr. BELZ will send the present draft to all participants of this event asking for a timely response. A team of

persons yet to be nominated arrange for the merging of the comments and subsequently produces the
supplemented draft. No later than August 15th, 2003 the final version shall be made available to MEP Mr.
STOCKMANN as well as to other members of the European Parliament’s Committee on Regional Policy,
Transport and Tourism. The potential sponsoring entities are scheduled to be named by September 15th,
2003. The inauguration of the Award shall take place during the 2nd European Congress of the Transport,
to be held in Szczecin, Poland on September 17 – 19, 2003.

3. Establishing the European Young Scientific Forum of Transport
Mr. HEINEMANN, vice spokesman of the German DVWG Young Forum, presents the subject of the Budapest Declaration which has been worked out by a working group previously established for this task. He
refers to the necessity to form a European Young Scientific Forum of Transport pointing out that only
through this step an adequate dialogue forum devoted to transporrt issues with a European dimension. The
Budapest Declaration follows to a significant extent the idea of the Vienna Protocoll, signed by nine Scientific Associations of Transport.
Following a short discussion the Budapest Declaration is adopted by the participants present. Ratification
takes place through the signature of ten participants originating from nine countries. For Germany the two
spokesmen of the German DVWG Young Forum being present sign the Declaration.

4. Election of the Spokesmen
Mr. HEINEMANN states that the Young Forum of the European Transport Sciences internal organisation
comprises of one spokesman and three vice-spokesmen. The primary task of this group will be to work out
guidelines for further activities to be approved at the 3rd European Congress scheduled to take place in
Opatija, Croatia in 2004. As candidates volunteer:
Æ Mr. BELZ, Wuppertal (Germany) as spokesman
Æ Mr. MICHL, Praha, (Czech Republic) as vice spokesman
Æ Dr. OSSBERGER, Vienna (Austria) as vice spokesman
Æ Dr. TOTH, Budapest (Hungary) as vice spokesman
The election of the candidates is done unanimously. The candidates accept the vote. For the committee
Mr. BELZ expresses his thanks to the participants and states the committee´s determination to actively
promote the establishment of the Young Forum of the European Transport Sciences.

Done at Budapest, 04.07.03

Appendices:
1) List of participants
2) Budapest Declaration

